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NOT TOO LONG AGO, a list of the most influential people in the drone industry came out, 
and as you can imagine, a number of big names were on it. We’re talking about people 
like DJI CEO Frank Wang, FAA Administrator Michael Huerta and Intel CEO Brian Krzanich, 
whose influence is felt by everyone and anyone using drones.

Our interest is strictly in the commercial use of drone technology though, and we saw this as an interesting 
opportunity to compile a list that is strictly focused on the people that are similarly concerned with how 
professionals can and will be using drones. The people on this list can and are working through what it 
will mean to see drone technology transition to being just another tool that professionals in industries like 
agriculture, oil & gas, construction, emergency response and plenty more will be able to utilize.

If you think we’ve missed out on someone feel free to get in touch or discover the sort of insights these folks 
and plenty more will be looking to share at upcoming industry events. 

BENJAMIN BENHARROSH
Who is he?

Benjamin Benharrosh is the co-founder at Delair-Tech, a UAV manufacturer and analytics software developer 
company. The company itself made major headlines in last year when the news about Trimble selling their 
Gatewing technology to Delair-Tech was announced, which provided a definitive look at the kind of shifts the 
market has and will continue to see. As the person in charge of expanding Delair-Tech business in US and Canada, 
he’s at the forefront of the company’s effort to ensure professionals understand what drones can mean to and for 
their business.

Why is he on our list?

Benjamin has talked with us about what the Gatewing acquisition has meant for the company, how their 
customers have seen drone technology provide a ROI and the approach the company has taken to establish itself 
in the United States. Additionally, he’s been a big part of the recent developments for the company which include 
their being chosen as the accredited supplier to French government agencies as well as establishing a new BVLOS 
distance record.

What to look out for?

Benjamin says he is thrilled to continue working to expand the recent landmark agreement with NIAS on solutions 
that represent a new era for the commercial UAV market and a better presence of Delair-Tech in the US. The recent 
news from the company showcases the dedication they have around ensuring professionals can make sense of 
the technology today and in the future.

  Follow him on Twitter: @ben7bis 
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MICHAEL COHEN
Who is he?

Michael Cohen is the president and CEO of Industrial Skyworks, a drone inspection company for buildings and the 
oil & gas industry. Michael was an Airline Captain (Boeing 737 NG) and an expert in Aircraft Safety Systems and 
Risk Management, as well as, a Certified Aircraft Accident Investigator. He has served as Chairman of Air Safety and 
a member of an Airline Emergency Response Team, and he’s actively looking for new ways to provide secure and 
safe solutions for different industries.

Why is he on our list?

Back in 2013, Michael founded Industrial Skyworks and has helped the company reach important milestones. In 
2014, the company formed a strategic partnership with Tremco Incorporated, North America’s prime commercial 
roofing company, based in Ohio, USA, to provide better services for clients around the globe. Two years later, 
Industrial Skyworks received the first approval in the history of UAV Operations to operate a drone commercially at 
night by FAA. Michael was also one of Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year finalists.

In 2017, they completed one of the largest infrastructure inspections in the history of UAV operations, where they 
gathered data with thousands of images in the entire MacDonald Block Building Complex in Toronto by using 
UAVs equipped with thermal and RGB cameras to detect energy loss and water penetration.

Furthermore, the company launched the final piece of its inspections services, the Blue VU Software, to help 
inspectors, engineers, and technicians perform accurate and efficient inspections. The software organizes and 
sorts thousands of UAV images; tracks and controls inspection workflows and supports synchronized, multi-modal 
exploration of UAV images using 3D point clouds, 3D building models, and 2D maps.

What to look out for?

Michael has talked about how Blue Vu “will blow open that industry, particularly in oil and gas.” Blue Vu is focused 
on Industrial Skyworks customers in the short term, but will expand beyond that base. The company will be 
putting together a series of webinars that are designed to showcase further information about Blue Vu and how it 
can impact the approach for inspection and oil & gas professionals.

  Twitter: @Ind_SkyWorks

CHAD COLBY
Who is he?

Chad Colby is one of the most sought-after agricultural technology experts in the world. Chad is the founder and 
principal of Colby AgTech, where he works with progressive farmers, leading companies and government agencies 
to provide deeper understanding of new technology and recommendations on its practical applications.

Why is he on our list?

To date, Chad has provided information and demonstrations at a majority of U.S. agribusiness company and 
organization meetings, presented at hundreds of conferences and meetings. He is well known for his industry-leading 
work as an advocate for commercial unmanned aerial system use in agriculture. He’s laid out in plain detail how to put 
drones to work on the farm and has shared his insight with various publications, including our own.

What to look out for?

Chad’s frequent and informative updates on Twitter showcase his efforts to help farmers across the world figure 
out how they can be leveraging drone technology. He also has an active YouTube channel, where you’ll find videos 
that provide viewers with a real sense of what it means to utilize the latest technology on the farm.

  Follow him on Twitter: @TheChadColby
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ROMEO DURSCHER
Who is he?

Romeo Durscher is the Director of Education within DJI. He acts as a global ambassador for the safe and effective 
use of drone technology, which can mean anything from helping the United Nations handle safety challenges 
in the Maldives to exploring caves in Vietnam. He also works closely with app developers to help them figure 
out how to best leverage drone technology.

Why is he on our list?

For 13 years, Romeo worked on NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory, doing project management, education, 
public outreach and social media. As DJI’s Director of Education, he advises and educates organizations, industries, 
government and individuals on beneficial use, incorporation and safe integration of unmanned aerial systems. He’s 
led and been involved with programs of all types and sizes, which includes sessions such as The Day a Fireman 
Became a Drone Pilot.

What to look out for?

Being able to educate future and current drone pilots while also opening up paths for jobs in the rapidly growing 
commercial drone industry is something Romeo considers important. An example of that was DJI’s partnership 
with the Unmanned Safety Institute, where Romeo worked to help provide educators with the tools they need to 
give students hands-on experiences with this technology in many different industries. He will continue to look for 
new opportunities and ways to help provide knowledge to everyone about the drone industry.

  Follow him on Twitter: @romeoch

LISA ELLMAN
Who is she?

Lisa Ellman is a Partner at Hogan Lovells and Chair of the firm’s global Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Practice 
Group, which is a group dedicated to helping businesses succeed in the dynamic UAS marketplace. She is also 
the co-Director for the Commercial Drone Alliance, a non-profit association advocating for the commercial use of 
drones and supporting and creating value for commercial enterprise drone end users.

Why is she on our list?

As a lawyer and part of the Commercial Drone Alliance, Lisa has helped with pushing policy boundaries forward 
and get ahead in the fast-changing regulatory environment, and counseling businesses and trade groups on UAS 
issues in many industries. She also led the United States Department of Justice’s (DOJ) effort to develop policy that 
would govern the use of UAS in the United States, and represented the DOJ in the federal interagency process 
considering UAS-related policy issues.

Lisa counsels businesses and trade groups on UAS issues in industries ranging from newsgathering and television 
production, to aerial photography and energy, to precision agriculture and insurance, to higher education, drones 
technology, and construction — and everything in between. He advocacy efforts will continue to influence what 
it means to legally operate a drone for commercial purposes.

What to look out for?

Lisa will continue seeking to enable the growth of the commercial drone market by helping policymakers to safely 
and securely push the boundaries of current operational limitations. That includes allowing operations like beyond 
visual line of sight flight (BVLOS), night operations, and flying over people.

  Follow her on Twitter: @LeeLellman
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JONATHAN EVANS
Who is he?

Jonathan Evans is the CEO at Skyward, a professional pilot, and is a member of the Global UTM Association board. 
Skyward provides a drone management platform to connect all people, processes, and equipment involved in 
drone operations into one efficient workflow.

Why is he on our list?

Verizon’s acquisition of Skyward earlier this year is indicative of a major development for the drone industry as a 
whole, as the way in which companies like Verizon think of and utilize drones will be an important development 
for the telecommunications industry, but also in terms of how a UTM system might come together. As part of the 
Global UTM Association, Jonathan’s focus is on the development and integration of UTM Systems into national 
airspace systems across the world, which puts the company in a great position to explore and define how that 
system might work.

What to look out for?

We’ve connected with Jonathan in the past to discuss how systems like the one Skyward is part of will help to 
define the aerial robotics era, and that definition will continue to evolve in 2017 and beyond. Jonathan is set 
to speak at a number of industry events in 2017, but the Skyward blog is a great place to stay up-to-date with 
a variety of topics, including Resources for Complying with International Drone Regulations as well as things 
like Using Drones for Volumetric Stockpile & Aggregate Inspections.

  Follow him on Twitter: @jwce21

STEVEN FLYNN
Who is he?

Steven Flynn is the CEO and Co-Founder of Skytango, a company with a goal to promote and incentivize 
compliance and encourage better behaviors from both flyers and content buyers through rewards and education. 
He is also an Emmy Award winning Filmmaker, Producer, Director, Director of Photography and Editor.

Why is he on our list?

With a Bachelors in Mass Communications and a Minor in Photographic Technology, at St. Cloud State University, 
Steven built a long background in filmmaking. He formed his own post-production company in 1996, and in 
2003 he founded the production company GoodLooking Films, which he still owns to this day. In 2013, he added 
aerial filming with drones to his professional experience by Co-Founding Aerial Filming Ireland (AFI), the 4th Irish 
company to file for an Aerial Works permission from the government.

In 2015, Steven Co-Founded Skytango, a marketplace connecting drone operators, their content buyers, and 
landowners in a digital space where they can all do business in a new and revolutionary way. The marketplace offers 
drone pilots a place to promote their services, bid on jobs, a payment system, and the ability to curate their own stock 
library assets for long term rewards. It also presents buyers with integrated booking services to find the right pilot by 
allowing them to bid on jobs and engage with one another via communications threads.

What to look out for?

Steven will continue to tell stories through filming, including with drones, but he also expects that in this fall, 
Skytango grows and the platform populates with various content from around the world.

  Twitter: @skytangoteam
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DYAN GIBBENS
Who is she?

Dyan Gibbens is Trumbull Unmanned CEO & founder. The company performs UAS data processing and safely 
integrates UAS into the oil and gas industry, and with clients like Chevron along with initiatives like the gray whale 
migration observation project, the company is clearly looking to showcase the value of drones in numerous ways.

Why is she on our list?

For several years, Gibbens’ work and research focused on UAS Integration, which led to the creation of Trumbull 
Unmanned. The UAS company provides critical data to the energy sector, primarily supporting oil and gas and 
environmental efforts. Trumbull maps, inspects and monitors critical infrastructure, and senses fugitive gases 
on upstream, midstream, and downstream initiatives both on and offshore. Their aim is to empower clients to 
integrate safe UAS technology into sustainable solutions.

In 2015, Fortune named Dyan as one of the women shaping the drone industry and was recently named a CNBC 
up-and-comer.

What to look out for?

Outside of her day job, Dyan spends her time motivating and inspiring stakeholders in various industries, but 
somehow still has the capacity to do things like participate in a White House Roundtable to advance the role of 
women in business and speak about the uses of unmanned aerial systems during spill response and emergency 
response operations. Stay tuned for what she has in store at the Commercial UAV Expo.

  Follow her on Twitter: @dyangibbens

LEWIS GRAHAM
Who is he?

Lewis Graham is the President and Chief Technical Officer of the GeoCue Group, a group of companies whose 
focus is sensor processing workflow management, point cloud exploitation and small UAS mapping systems. 
Lewis holds degrees in Physics and Electrical Engineering, and has experience with earth imaging tools from his 
time as Z/I Imaging Corporation’s CEO. His expertise in this area has been on display at various industry events 
where he’s discussed topics such as how drone mapping will impact the LiDAR market.

Why is he on our list?

In the past three years, Lewis has worked with AirGon LLC, the Unmanned Aerial Systems (sUAS) subsidiary of the 
GeoCue Group, developing technology to implement and improve drones’ high accuracy surface mine, industrial 
and construction site mapping. Together with AirGon, Lewis’ focus is on four major areas: hardware for RTK/PPK 
grade geopositioning (the AirGon Sensor Package); Reckon, the company’s Amazon Web Services (AWS)-hosted 
data management and delivery portal; workflow best practices for project repeatability; and production services 
for customers who do not want to do their own processing.

The result is the “Bring your own drone (BYOD) Mapping Kit”, which includes everything you need to perform local 
area mapping, and works with a user supplied low cost drone, such as the Phantom or Inspire.

What to look out for?

Lewis will continue to improve the BYOD Mapping Kit, develop new and more efficient solutions, as well as 
expanding the company’s business, but it’s his efforts to explain how and why drones should be thought of as just 
another tool that could prove to be most significant. He’s also defined what it means to look at aerial surveying 
with a drone instead of arguing about photogrammetry vs LiDAR, which has helped shape the conversation about 

what technology needs to be used in a given situation in a much more effective manner.
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JAMES HARRISON
Who is he?

James Harrison is an army veteran, Co-Founder and CEO of Sky Futures, a company that focuses on drone 
inspection technology. In February of 2017, multinational oil and gas company Eni announced they signed a 
three-year contract with Sky-Futures, while the company’s software and training options continue to create new 
opportunities for users of all types and sizes.

Why is he on our list?

As CEO of Sky Futures, James has secured $11m investment across 2 continents, built a global brand, and 
developed one of the most used cloud based inspection softwares, Expanse. Although initially created as a tool for 
the company and its O&G customers only, Expanse is now used worldwide by many Oil and Gas companies.

What to look out for?

James has laid out his feelings around why he doesn’t think drones need regulations, much of which stems from 
the work Sky Futures has undertaken to create industry guidance for the oil & gas sector. Expanse is going to 
continue to make waves in oil & gas and we have little doubt the product and the company are going to lead the 
adoption curve in that space.

  Follow him on Twitter: @jharrisonsf

 

THOMAS HAUN
Who is he?

Thomas Haun serves as the VP of Strategy and Globalization for PrecisionHawk. He currently oversees the strategic 
direction, ecosystem development and commercial performance for PrecisionHawk. He’s heavily involved in the 
company’s efforts to establish drones as a tool for precision agriculture, oil & gas, construction and plenty more.

Why is he on our list?

With an undergraduate degree in Economics and Mathematics and a Harvard MBA, Haun has decades of 
experience in building new business opportunities, maximizing financial impact, and identifying maneuvers for 
global economic trends. He has helped various companies grow partnerships, increase revenue, and securing 
million dollar contracts. Specific to his work in the drone industry, he’s talked about how important it is to find the 
right partners and enable collaboration whenever possible, which is a concept that has and will continue to create 
new opportunities across various industries.

What to look out for?

Thomas says PrecisionHawk will continue to focus and provide new and improved analysis solutions in the 
future. The free subscription for PrecisionMapper is the most recent example of what we can probably expect to 
see from PrecisionHawk going forward, and the team is excited to see how it will impact adoption for commercial 
drone users.

  Follow him on Twitter: @PrecisionHaun
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PK (PARIMAL KOPARDEKAR)
Who is he?

Parimal Kopardekar (PK) is NASA’s Safe Autonomous System Operations Project Manager, and is tasked with the 
development of autonomy related concepts, technologies and architectures that will increase efficiency, safety, 
and capacity of airspace operations. He is at the forefront of NASA’s efforts to develop and define a drone traffic 
management system, commonly known as a UTM (UAS Traffic Management). PK has received numerous NASA 
awards including Outstanding Leadership Medal and Engineer of the Year.

Why is he on our list?

PK has initiated many innovative research projects at NASA. These include: reduced crew operations; net-enabled 
air traffic management; autonomy for airspace operations; Shadow-Mode Assessment using Realistic Technologies 
for the National Airspace System (SMART NAS); and low-altitude airspace management system focused on 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) operations.

NASA has had an important role with the latter through the development of the UTM concept, and by working 
closely together with the FAA to understand what a drone is and isn’t capable of when in the airspace, these efforts 
can be arguably be seen as his most notable work in the drone industry. The latest tests, completed in October 2016, 
have been focusing on beyond visual line-of-sight (BVLOS) operations, which is a concept that many in this space 
are pushing to see developed. The development of some kind of UAS traffic management system is something that 
operators from across the world are working to define, and PK has taken an active role in those conversations.

What to look out for?

Although the October 2016 tests were completed, NASA is now analyzing results with the FAA,. Those results 
will impact the next test phase, which is set for January 2018. This phase will focus on testing technologies 
that maintain safe spacing between cooperative (responsive) and non-cooperative (non-responsive) UAS over 
moderately populated areas.

PK said: “The plan is, with the research transition team between FAA and NASA, that it all gets implemented and 
instituted into the operations from FAA’s side. We still haven’t finished the research yet. This is the last and final leg 
that I’m describing, which will happen around 2019-2020.”

  Follow him on Twitter: @nasapk
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RAN KRAUSS
Who is he?

Ran Krauss is the CEO of Airobotics, a company that enables clients to run automatic missions monitoring, 
inspecting, surveying, and securing large industrial facilities and other strategic sites such as mines and seaports.

Why is he on our list?

Ran previously co-founded two successful drone companies: ParaZero, which builds ballistic parachutes for 
drones, and Bladeworx, which was the first company to receive a commercial UAS operator license from the Israeli 
Civilian Aviation Authority (CAA).

As CEO of Airobotics, Ran is working on revolutionizing the way automated drones are used. In February, the 
company was granted the first certification in the world to fly fully automated drones without a pilot, by the Civil 
Aviation Authority of Israel.

What to look out for?

With the certification granted in Israel, Airobotics is now working on obtaining the same in other countries in the 
world, especially in those that can receive the highest value out of Airobotic’s service applications: Oil & Gas in 
Singapore & Australia are the company’s next priority.

In the long term, Ran Krauss wants Airobotics to become the app store of drone platforms through its Developer 
Program. The developer program is an open ecosystem for the developer community to provide a wide selection 
of tools to accomplish the vital tasks clients need for their businesses.

Ran said: “Our system has a dynamic, swappable payload mechanism design; thanks to that, partners can create 
new payloads that integrate new sensors and other tools to the drone. Our software is both a complete operating 
system and an open platform, designed with scale in mind. Third parties can build and customize the payloads, 
along with software apps to support and manage various new missions.”

  Follow him on Twitter: @ran_krauss

http://www.expouav.com
http://www.expouav.com/europe
http://www.airobotics.co.il/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/airobotics-looks-define-means-fly-drone-bvlos/
https://twitter.com/ran_krauss?lang=en
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GEORGE MATHEW
Who is he?

George Mathew is the CEO of Kespry, a developer of automated drone systems with a focus on making it easy to 
capture, process, use and share high resolution information from the field. Previous to his role in Kespry, George 
was the President & COO of Alteryx, a self-service Data Analytics company. His achievements within the company 
include raising $60M in Series B (2014) and $85M in Series C (2015) capital. He is leading the team that is looking 
to transform the company from a drone company into a data company.

Why is he on our list?

Since George joined Kespry, he has been part of different important events for the company. These include 
the partnership between Kespry and John Deere which is designed to provide construction professionals with an 
easy to use drone solution as well as Kespry’s entry into the insurance sector, which led to a new relationship with 
the Catastrophe Response Unit Adjusters (CRU Group).

George was also a key part of a meeting in the White House between various drone industry CEOs and President 
Donald Trump, to discuss drone laws and regulations. Apart from being the first person to bring a drone into the 
White House, George was able to point out the safety features and explain some of the drone’s uses.

What to look out for?

We’ve talked with George about what it means for him to be able to offer his customers an integrated end-to-
end drone solution, and it’s a topic Kespry is committed to in numerous ways. George wants to keep focusing on 
delivering a consistent, reliable, autonomous experience, and innovating across the entire continuum – hardware, 
software, data processing, applications, and APIs – while providing customers with what they need.

  Follow him on Twitter: @gkm1

ANIL NANDURI
Who is he?

Anil Nanduri is the Vice President in the New Technology Group and General Manager of the UAV segment at Intel 
Corporation. He started working with Intel in 1997, and has had many important roles related with chip design, platform 
enabling, and technical and product marketing since then. His contributions to Intel’s mobile platforms have earned him 
three Intel Achievement Awards, and he was also responsible for new business opportunities for Intel RealSense technology.

Why is he on our list?

Anil has delivered keynotes at various industry events where he talked through Intel’s vision for this market as well 
as the technologies and collaborative approaches that will be key for mass use of commercial drones. He is now 
responsible for establishing and growing Intel’s name in the drone industry, which is a considerable effort. Intel’s 
influence in the space extends from their light shows all the way to products like the Falcon 8+ System. With the 
creation of a web page dedicated to drones and CEO Brian Krzanich’s presentation at XPONENTIAL, there’s little doubt 
of the company’s commitment to and influence in this space. Anil has also taken part in the demonstration of an 
aircraft visual inspection with a modified AscTec Falcon 8 with Intel RealSense camera, and his participation on the 
FAA’s Micro UAS Aviation Rulemaking Committee further demonstrate his involvement and dedication to the industry.

What to look out for?

Anil has shared his opinion on how security is a critical point for the future of drones, as well as computer vision 
and artificial intelligence, which help make drones easier and safer to fly. He also helped us explore what role 
drones will play in the refinement of data, which was a key aspect of Krzanich’s presentation. Intel will continue 
to enhance and build more safety features with RealSense, and bring flight planning algorithms and software, 
automatic tools for seamless integration of flight planning capabilities to all of its drones.

He is also working on releasing the Intel Falcon 8+ as well as a new fixed wing product.

  Follow him on Twitter: @nanduri_anil

http://www.expouav.com
http://www.expouav.com/europe
http://kespry.com/
https://www.alteryx.com/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/transforming-drone-company-data-company/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/john-deere-kespry-drone-solution/
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/kespry-launches-cloud-for-insurance-and-brings-enterprise-drone-platform-to-insurance-sector-300476461.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/catastrophe-response-unit-adjusters-cru-group-selects-kesprys-industrial-drone-platform-for-claims-operations-300483923.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/catastrophe-response-unit-adjusters-cru-group-selects-kesprys-industrial-drone-platform-for-claims-operations-300483923.html
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-tech-idUSKBN19D2DA
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/delivering-integrated-end-end-drone-solution-interview-kespry-ceo-george-mathew/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/delivering-integrated-end-end-drone-solution-interview-kespry-ceo-george-mathew/
https://twitter.com/gkm1
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/homepage.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/homepage.html
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/commercial-drone-show-go/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/intels-drone-light-shows-will-impact-creation-enterprise-fleets/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/commercial-uav-expo-2016-discussing-the-features-and-capacities-of-the-intel-falcon-8-system/
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/technology-innovation/aerial-technology-overview.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ew6jKXufDpo
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/data-oil-drones-refinement/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/data-oil-drones-refinement/
https://twitter.com/nanduri_anil
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ART PREGLER
Who is he?

Art Pregler is the Director of Construction & Engineering Mobility Systems at AT&T, and oversees AT&T ATO Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems Program and AT&T Mobility’s Tower Safety Program. That department is working with 3rd party drone service 
providers to inspect the company’s cell towers via aerial photos, videos, photogrammetry, and even machine learning.

Why is he on our list?

Art got into drones during his 30-year career as a U.S. Air Force Command & Control Officer, and a Mission 
Control Specialist, where he started shooting down drones for training purposes, and from there he moved on 
to surveillance drone programs. Prior to his current role, he was the Director of National Cell Site Programs for 
AT&T, responsible for policies, processes, systems, and supplier management related to the deployment and 
modification of AT&T’s nationwide portfolio of 65,000 cell sites.

In 2015, AT&T gained an interest in drones from a safety perspective, and Art helped moving it from an “exploratory 
phase” to “fully operational” in September 2016. Although the initial focus was on safety – to help engineers avoid 
risks by climbing cell towers multiple times – using drones also decreased AT&T’s cell site maintenance times from 
one week to just four hours. Doing so represented a 900% savings for the company.

What to look out for?

Art says they’re working on using Artificial Intelligence to provide a faster insight during cell tower inspections. Once 
beyond visual line of sight rules and regulations settle, another plan is to use drones over other networks, such as fiber.

  Twitter: @ArtPregler

 

GENE ROBINSON
Who is he?

Gene Robinson has been referred to as a UAV search & rescue legend, and it’s hard to argue with that assertion. 
He manages RPFlightSystems and RP Search Services, and developed the Spectra Flying Wing UAS used for 
search and rescue operations. Gene began to utilize drone technology for the public safety industry back in 
2004, and is responsible for writing one of the first FAA accepted unmanned aircraft COA’s for a civilian (county) 
government. He is wholly dedicated to helping search and rescue professionals see and recognize the power 
of drones.

Why is he on our list?

Gene has flown the Spectra Flying Wing in Mexico, Africa, Jamaica, and Mongolia along with 29 states in the union. He 
has directly helped in the recovery efforts of numerous missing people and has proven the utility of the technology 
in this field. Additionally, he continues to put on multiple day courses and sessions throughout the country for various 
state agency administrators. These efforts help officials understand how they can and should be leveraging drones.

What to look out for?

Gene thinks the legislation and legal activities currently practiced against drones are based on emotion instead of 
scientific studies, which is why he wants to turn that around and continue educating people on how important 
drones are and show that there are many benefits from this technology. More and more emergency response 
professionals are recognizing and understanding what kind of value and benefit UAV technology can provide, and 
that’s an effort he’s helping guide in an active manner.

  Follow him on Twitter: @dronepilot_atx

http://www.expouav.com
http://www.expouav.com/europe
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/exploring-att-adopting-drones-present-future-commercial-drones-fm-podcast-insights/
https://twitter.com/ArtPregler
https://theuavguy.wordpress.com/2014/05/23/gene-robinson-the-uav-search-and-rescue-legend/
http://www.asiatechdrones.com/
http://rpsearchservices.org/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/establishing-standards-practices-drones-law-enforcement-emergency-response-professionals/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/establishing-standards-practices-drones-law-enforcement-emergency-response-professionals/
http://www.kvue.com/news/local/hays-county/law-enforcement-receive-drone-training-in-wimberley/325033856
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/austin-fire-department-drones/
https://twitter.com/CenTexFlyer
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JONATHAN RUPPRECHT
Who is he?

Jonathan Rupprecht is an aviation attorney that focuses on unmanned aircraft. He owns a FAA commercial pilot 
certificate and two current FAA flight instructor certificates (CFI & CFII). Most recently, he was involved with the Taylor 
v. FAA case which successfully challenged the FAA’s interpretation of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012.

Why is he on our list?

Jonathan authored a drone law textbook (with 402 footnotes) that is currently being used at many colleges 
around the US and also co-authored a legal treatise that was published by the American Bar Association on 
unmanned aircraft law. He focuses on helping individuals/businesses to understand and navigate FAA rules and 
regulations.

He recently published a Complete Guide to Taylor v. FAA and has written up a detailed look at what it means 
to operate a drone for commercial purposes under Part 107. We’ve connected with him about the legal nuance 
and distinctions that exist for commercial drone operators, and how these distinctions will continue to shape and 
guide what it means to operate a drone for commercial purposes.

What to look out for?

In the future, Jonathan will continue to provide guidance to help drone pilots be safe, legal, and profitable. He is 
also working on building out his website to sell digital products, and assist drone pilots in obtaining their remote 
pilot certificate.

  Follow him on Twitter: @jonathanruppre

MICHAEL SINGER
Who is he?

Michael Stinger is DroneView Technologies’ CEO, a company focused on collecting and processing aerial data 
through various services, such as stockpile volumetric measurement; aerial mapping, topography and 3D 
modeling; inspection and asset monitoring.

Why is he on our list?

In 2014, Michael used the knowledge on technology he acquired through his previous professional roles and 
joined the commercial drone market seeking a new business opportunity, together with DroneView Technologies. 
After only two years of experience in the commercial drone market, Michael led DroneView to fly hundreds of 
successful missions for clients in over 20 different states throughout the country.

Michael recognizes that in order to achieve accurate, consistent, repeatable results from drones requires numerous 
discrete skills and expertise, properly integrated together that range from Project Planning, Equipment/Software 
Selection, Image (or LiDAR) Acquisition, Photogrammetric Data Processing, Reporting Data Storage and Archival.

What to look out for?

Michael thinks the commercial drone industry will face a tipping point in 2017, where large organizations will 
move from exploring how to incorporate drones into their operations to widespread mainstream implementation. 
He also thinks technology enabled service offerings coupled with the requisite domain expertise will be the 
pathway for widespread enterprise drone adoption.

DroneView will continue to improve and extend its services where the benefits of using drones to collect and 
process aerial image/video data yield value.

  Twitter: @msinger4984

http://www.expouav.com
http://www.expouav.com/europe
https://jrupprechtlaw.com/drone-registration-lawsuit
https://jrupprechtlaw.com/category/part-107
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/faa-regulation-questions-answered-part-107-section-333-future-drone-law/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/faa-regulation-questions-answered-part-107-section-333-future-drone-law/
https://twitter.com/jonathanruppre
https://twitter.com/msinger4984
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IAN SMITH
Who is he?

Ian Smith is a FAA-certified commercial helicopter pilot, flight instructor, drone operator and aerial photographer, 
with 11 years of international experience in the aviation industry. Ian currently works for DroneDeploy, and is also 
the owner and host of the Commercial Drones FM Podcast, which explores the people, concepts, & industries that 
use drones for business.

Why is he on our list?

Ian’s podcast provides a vast insight of the drone industry as various subjects are discussed in detail by many 
people. Previous guests have included: DJI, The Verge, Forbes, AT&T, U.S. Department of the Interior, NOAA, Airware, 
Velodyne, 3D Robotics, Recode, DroneDeploy, and more.

He’s also been very involved in the development and rollout of DroneDeploy’s App Market, which continues to 
reshape the way in which operators utilize drone technology. He laid out what it meant to develop apps for drone 
data, which is a topic that’s going to get more and more important in the coming months and years.

What to look out for?

Ian will continue to release various podcasts throughout the year. As Ian said, he hopes to “maintain its success as 
one of the go-to places for commercial drone industry news, analysis, and learnings. It’s an absolute pleasure to produce 
this podcast and I hope it continues for a long time!”

  Follow him on Twitter: @skycapture

COLIN SNOW
Who is he?

Colin Snow is the CEO of Skylogic Research. He’s a 25 year technology industry veteran with a background in 
electronics and software, but his dedication to and understanding of drone markets is practically unmatched. 
The insight he provides on his blog has proven to be an incredible source of information, as industry veterans 
appreciate his concise style while anyone who doesn’t have quite as much awareness of these tools will be able to 
grasp the essential concepts.

Why is he on our list?

With a background in manufacturing, electronics, digital imaging, field service, software, research, and mobility, 
Colin created Skylogic Research to help companies make critical investment decisions with confidence by 
providing research-based insights on the commercial drone markets. Skylogic Research is one of the largest 
research, content, and advisory services firm dedicated to the commercial drone industry.

What to look out for?

As a follow up to the Drones in the Channel: 2016 Market Report, Colin will release a new research study that will 
determine the current state of the commercial drone market in four topic areas: drone aircraft purchases, software 
data services, service providers, and business buyers.

Colin said: “This promises to be the most comprehensive survey-based research of its kind and we are targeting 
release in Q3 of 2017.”

  Follow him on Twitter: @droneanalyst

http://www.expouav.com
http://www.expouav.com/europe
https://www.dronedeploy.com/
https://commercialdrones.fm/
http://www.expouav.com/news/latest/whats-drone-without-app/
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/developing-drone-data-apps-7be191bcb5e6
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/developing-drone-data-apps-7be191bcb5e6
http://twitter.com/skycapture
http://droneanalyst.com/blog/
http://droneanalyst.com/
http://droneanalyst.com/purchase-research/
https://twitter.com/droneanalyst
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CHRISTOPH STRECHA
Who is he?

Christoph Strecha is the CEO and founder of Pix4D, a Swiss company which develops and markets software 
for production of survey grade 3D models and orthomosaics from images. Since their founding in 2011, Pix4D 
software has been committed to creating professional, geo-referenced maps and models from drone imagery. 
Their solution is one of the most popular in the industry, and there are a variety of products that are aimed at 
different markets and professionals.

Why is he on our list?

Cristoph was and is involved in the work of several Commissions of the International Society for Photogrammetry 
and Remote Sensing. He has authored numerous papers and in 2015 received the Carl Pulfrich Award for his 
work in computer vision and photogrammetry. He is passionate about structure and motion techniques and city 
modeling, and their efforts to help users make sense of their drone data will become more and more important.

What to look out for?

Pix4D recently opened a research and development office in Berlin, Germany, where Christoph said: “By opening this 
office, we’re showing in a very physical way how seriously our products are connected to research and development.” 
He wants his company to continue working on the cutting-edge of technology and serve its clients’ needs.

  Follow him on Twitter: @c_strecha

KAY WACKWITZ
Who is he?

Kay Wackwitz is Drone Industry Insight’s (DRONEII) CEO and Co-Founder, a market research company for 
commercial drones. He has a degree in aeronautical engineering and more than 18 years of experience in manned 
and unmanned aviation.

Why is he on our list?

With DRONEII, Kay is able to provide in-depth knowledge of many different topics within the drone industry, 
and tries to provide a big portfolio of insights, even though most of the company’s research is on-demand and 
customer specific. He invites everyone with a specific question to reach out and to share its comprehensive 
view on the drone market to get a better understanding of various industry dynamics and perspectives.

What to look out for?

At Commercial UAV Europe, Kay’s co-founder Hendrik Boedecker explored which commercial market sectors offer 
greatest potential for use of UAVs, but also helped define what “actionable information” means. These are the sorts of 
discussions that Kay has and is continuing to have with stakeholders across the globe, and they’ll help define what it 
means to take advantage of the opportunities that the market is presenting for operators and stakeholders.

  Follow him on Twitter: @droneii
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